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I Introduction

More and more High Speed Networks are intended to
provide a variety of different teleservices on a single ”uni-
versal” network. Moreover, such services can have widely
differing Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. At the
packet (cell) level, this means differences in permissible
cell loss and cell transfer delays. A complete specifi-
cation of performance in packet switching networks in-
volves two components : packet loss and packet delay.
End-to-end delay is an important measure of performance
as too much delay is equivalent to loss when consider-
ing a real time context. This measure of performance de-
pends directly on the switch architecture. That is why in-
vestigation on performance evaluation and dimensioning
buffered-switching elements are so important. Further-
more, these research activities have a practical impact on
architectures and protocols.

Models used for this research are often discrete time
queuing networks. This is especially true in the case of
ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode), where slotted time
is quite natural since all the cells have the same size. A
slot is the time needed to serve a cell. A realistic packet
loss probability is around10�8-10�9. Such losses are rare
events which are difficult to capture by direct computa-
tion. In fact, software Simulators are too limited to ob-
tain such a probability. However it is currently possible to
compute analytically realistic theoretical loss probabilities
on the first stage of a broadband multiplexer and to obtain
bounded results on the second stage (and this only for sim-
ple mathematical model often far from reality). However,
even for those simple models, the computation of realis-
tic loss probability for subsequent stages is still an open
problem.

The aim of this paper is to validate a new approach, us-
ing emulation on a versatile architecture machine for per-

formance evaluation of finite capacities queuing networks
in discrete time [15, 2]. It is shown that this technique
could be used to hightlight rare events, such as realistic
packet loss probability in high-speed switched networks.

Emulation is a widely used technique in the design flow
of chips. Programmable hardware is used to reproduce
the functionalities of a circuit. Emulation is performed by
an emulator, which can be seen as an hardware simula-
tor. Since its hardware configuration can be modified, at
the basic logic gate level to model other circuits ; this is
an ”all purpose hardware emulator” based on a versatile
architecture [6, 7].

Here we will focus on packet loss probability and ex-
amine the traffic perturbation induced by stages of multi-
plexers. An ATM switch is modeled by a queuing network
which is emulated by a dedicated architecture on the ver-
satile machine. Experimental protocols are conducted to
collect statistics on losses and traffic characteristics.

2x2 output buffered switch

First stage Second stageSources

Figure 1: four-by-four double stage switch made of two-
by-two output buffered switches.

The structure of the paper is the following. The ver-
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satile architecture of the emulator and the software de-
velopments used in this study are presented in Section .
The design method of a queuing network, using this ar-
chitecture, is discussed in SectionB, using the example
of the Geo/Geo/1/k queue which is the equivalent, in dis-
crete time, of a M/M/1/k queue. SectionC presents a set
of experimental results on a four-by-four multistage ATM
switch.

II Hardware architecture and
software environment

This section presents the hardware architecture and the
software environment used to emulate queuing networks.
The software is used to describe a component modeling
the queuing network and the hardware simulator emulates
this component.
A Architecture

The hardware simulator is the M500 machine from Meta-
systems [6, 7] made with FPGA (Field Programabke Gate
Array), comprising :

� 500,000 programmable logic gates, connected to
each other through a programmable network,

� 17 Mbytes of memory, single or double port,

� adjustable clock frequency from 1 to 10 Mhz.

All this hardware can be shaped to emulate any digi-
tal and synchronous circuit. The description of a chip is
given to the Emulator by configuration files. Memories
can be loaded (initialized) or dumped using ASCII files.
The values of the input signals of the emulated compo-
nent are directly chosen by the user. The clock frequency
is 10 Mhz for a very small occupation of the emulator but,
under normal conditions, the frequency is usually close
to 1 Mhz. The emulator clock is under user control. All
signals and register values are available on the last 7000
clock cycles, which is very useful for debugging.

This machine is from thefirst generation(1995). An up
to date machine has at least 20 time more logic gates.

B Software environment

The software flow leads to the files required by the emu-
lator to reproduce the functionalities of a circuit. These
functionnalities are described in terms of concurrent pro-
cesses using the VHDL language. VHDL is an efficient
way of obtaining a high level description of a hardware
component, which is then translated into gates by the Syn-
opsys synthesis tools. From this representation of the
components, the Metasystems compiler produces the data
base required by the emulator.

The software flow is presented in Figure 2 and is de-
tailed above :

� a VHDL (VHSIC Hardware Description Language)
description of the chip is used to describe the system
in terms of concurrent processes [9].

� Synopsys synthesis : this software, provided by Syn-
opsys, translates the VHDL description into combi-
national logic and registers (logic gates), which are
the basic logic elements used in electronic systems
[10].

� The Metasystems compiler computes the links for
the set of gates available in the machine. This is
the routing operation, which results in connecting the
gates to each other through the programmable net-
work of the emulator.

Those two last steps are entirely automatic expect for
customizing thr final result with Metasystems memory
models.

VHDL Description

Software simulation of

filethe components

Compilation

Hardware configuration

Synthesis

Emulator configuration file
Metasystems Compilation

Figure 2: The software flow used to structure the versatile
architecture.

III Modeling discrete time queues
using VHDL hardware

description

In this section, the method for modeling a queue in syn-
thesizable VHDL is described. Different ways of queue
building are proposed, showing that the hardware repre-
sentation depends on the adopted model. The simple case
of the Geo/Geo/1/k queue is considered. In the first sub-
section the updating technique for the number of waiting
customers is described. The second subsection presents a
random generator technique to produce arrival departure
process.

A Hardware queue

A hardware representation of a queue depends on various
parameters, such as customer or server characteristics.

For example : if customers are all similar, only a regis-
ter and some ”logic glue” are needed (see Figure 3). As
this is a discrete time model, there are two options : arrival
first (AF) or departure first (DF) [1]. The register contains
the number of waiting customers and is updated according
to :



� the number of new customer arrivals,

� the capacity of the queue,

� the number of customers served.

What is important to note is that in this case a slot is equiv-
alent to a clock cycle. This is a poor representation since
performance parameters, such as delay or delay variation
are not easily measurable. It is however cheap in terms
of hardware occupation, since it requires only register and
logic glue.

Departure First :

Arrival First :

- > + >

>+ >-

New customers Consumption

DepartureLosses

Consumption Zero New customers Buffer size

Departure Losses

Number of customer register

Number of customer register

ZeroBuffer size

Figure 3: Hardware representation of a queue. This is a
discrete time model (AF or DF) where arrival and depar-
ture processes are not fixed. In each case only a register
and some logic glue is needed.

To introduce information in customers, real packets car-
rying information can be used. This information has to
be queued. This means that each queue of the network
is implemented using a memory corresponding in size to
the queue capacity. However, in the case of multiple ar-
rivals, multiple information has to be stored in one slot.
If packets are in conflict, they all have to be stored in the
memory in the same time slot. As a result, a slot has to be
decomposed into multiple clock cycles. This increase the
simulation time –since one emulated slot requires multiple
clock cycles– and the hardware size consumption, since
each queue needs memory. This represents, however a
considerable extension, as packets can be tagged to take
into account priority, address, hight level information or
time stamps. It is thus possible to study the end-to-end
delay and delay variation, or even to study a point to point
communication with a background traffic (see sectionB).

B Random Generator

There are different ways of supplying traffic to the net-
work. It is possible to feed the network with real traffic
stored in the memory before beginning the experiment.
This is an interesting possibility since the characteristics
of real traffic are very hard to reproduce [11]. However, to
reach a low loss probability, a very large sample of traffic

is required, which is too large to be stored in the emula-
tor memory. Another solution is to emulate traffic using
statistical models.

To reproduce a geometric process (inter-arrival time ge-
ometricly distributed) we use a memory-based random
generator1. Every clock cycle a 16 bits random wordw is
generated

�
0 � w � 216 � 1

�
. To reproduce the geomet-

ric processgeom (�) this word is compared with :

� = � � 216 � 1

For example with� = 52429 we have� ' 0:8. A cell is
emitted ifw � �.

C The Geo/Geo/1/k queue

The Geo/Geo/1/k queue is a discrete time queue with a
capacity k. This is a queue feed with a geometric arrival
processgeom (�) and the service time is geometricly dis-
tributed with rate�. So the load of the queue is� = �

�
.

Let �0 and�0 be such that :

�0 =
�

n
; �0 =

�

n

Let n grows to1 with � constant. If 1
n

is taken as
the size of the slot. Increasingn as the same effect as
decreasing the size of the slot. The asymptotic model is a
M/M/1/k queue (see [1]). This is illustrated by simulation
results in figure 4. This figure shows the distribution of
the queue unutilisation.
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Figure 4: The Geo/Geo/1/k queue tending to the M/M/1/k
when discret time is going closed to the continuous model.
P0 is the probability for the queue to be empty.

IV Application to the two stages
four-by-four switch

This section is devoted to the study of a four-by-four
switch (see figure 1). The first subsection concerns the

1The random generator is based on the polynomial1 +X + X127

(see [16])
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Figure 5: Loss rate versus capacities of the first and sec-
ond stage,� = 0:8.

cell loss probability. This leads to the study of the traf-
fic perturbation introduced by the switch. More precisely,
the properties of the perturbation introduced by a random
background traffic on a periodic traffic are studied in the
second subsection. The traffic model adopted is geomet-
ric, (see SectionB), servers of queue are deterministic.
This traffic is also call uniform traffic [17, 14].

A Loss probability function of capacities.

Figure 5 shows the global packet loss probability, which is
the loss probability over all the four-by-four switch. The
x axis is the second stage queue capacityK2 varying from
10 to 50. Each curve corresponds to a different size of first
stage buffer (K1 = 10; 15; 20; 30).

A plateau is observed on each curve for high values of
K2. This can be explained by the fact that the second
stage is large enough and thus all observed losses arise
from the first stage. In this case, increasing the capacity
of the second stage will be useless.

On the other hand, for low values ofK2, the curves are
merged. In fact the capacityK1 of the first stage is large
with respect to that of the second stage. As a result, all
losses arise from the second stage. In this case increasing
the size of the first stage without increasing the capacity
of the second will not be useful.

For example, withK1 = 20, the ”optimal” configura-
tion, in terms of losses with respect to memory cost, is
obtained forK2 ' 30.

B Traffic perturbations

In this section the impact of a background traffic on a point
to point communication is studied. For the Geo/Geo/1/k
queue the model of queue without contents was used (see
sectionB). In this subsection customer contain specific
information which concerns the origin and destination of
the packet. So, tagged cell are used to differentiate back-
ground traffic from the point to point communication.

A particular source is devoted to the periodic traffic and
the other sources generate the ”background noise” . So

one of the four random sources used in sectionA is re-
placed by a periodic source of period 4. That is to say
every four slot a packet is emitted.

We can see in figure 6 the perturbation introduce by the
random traffic on the periodic one. The curve indicates
the distribution of the inter-arrival time at the output of
the switch for the point to point periodic communication.
This perturbation is more important when the load of the
traffic is more important. Perturbation increases with the
traffic load.
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Figure 6: Perturbation introduce by a random traffic on a
periodic traffic.� is the load of the background traffic.

V Conclusion and extension

In this article, a new methodology for simulation of
discrete time queuing networks with finite capacities has
been presented. This new methodology uses a versatile ar-
chitecture, configured for maximum efficiency for a given
problem. This method has to be compared to software
tools which only allow the computation of higher (10�5)
cell loss rates. What is important to note is the fact that
this architecture is quite easy to configure, and that this
configuration is very easy to debug. This last point results
from the fact that all states of the configuration are avail-
able.

This new approach has been applied to the study
of high-speed packet switched networks. This has al-
lowed for simulation of realistic cell loss probabilities�
10�8; 10�9

�
at all stages of a multistage ATM switch.

Using this technology, it is thus possible to highlight rare
events with a high degree of accuracy.

For further studies, the model has to be extended to real
service policies. In particular studies on Fair Queuing dis-
ciplines.

More generally, this type of machine could be used to
emulate numerous types of network protocols, and also to
solve different discrete time queuing network problems.
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